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STATEMENT BY H.E. MR PETER THOMSON, PERMAh 1ENT REPRESENTATIVE OF
THE REPUBLIC OF FIJI TO THE UNITED NATIONS, /! T THE GENERAL DEBATE
OF THE NINTH SESSION OF THE ASSEMBLY OF S TATES PARTIES TO THE

ROME STATUTE OF THE INTERNATIONAL I CRIMINAL COURT,
NEW YORK, 7 DECEMBER 2 )10

Mr. President,

1. At the outset, I wish to express to you anc the Bureau my delegation's
appreciation for ably guiding the work of this Assembly and pledge our support
towards the achievement of a successful outcome at this ninth session.

2. Let me also congratulate the International Criminal Court on its ever increasing
importance and role in the international community.

3. The achievement in Kampala during the first Review Conference of the Rome
Statute underscores the central role of the Court: n international criminal justice.
Indeed, the successful adoption by consensus of the amendments to the Rome
Statute at the Review Conference is a clear demonstration by all of the need to
preserve the integrity of the Court and enhance its universality. While more is yet
to be done to fully recognize the worthy objectives of the Rome Statute, the
momentum gained in Kampala gives hope to the positive development of
international criminal law in combating impunity aid attaining justice and peace.

4. Mr. President, Fiji firmly believes in the universa ity of the Court and affirms its
prevailing priority. We are encouraged by its increasing acceptance worldwide
and welcome Bangladesh, Seychelles, St. Lucia and Moldova as new State
Parties to the Rome Statute, which brings the total number of State Parties to
114.

However, to ensure that the ICC is a universal institution, its geographical
balance also needs to be addressed. Whilst at present only 15 out of the 53
member States of the Asian Group are in the ICC, there are no Pacific Islanders
in its employ, and only 1 Asian is listed as a itigator at the ICC. We would
therefore call for a closer consideration of this imbalance, whilst at the same time
encouraging those members that are yet to ratify Ihe Statute to do so.
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